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ABSTRACT: Polymer colloids arise in a variety of contexts ranging
from synthetic to natural systems. The structure of polymeric colloids is
crucial to their function and application. Hence, understanding the
mechanism of structure formation in polymer colloids is important to
enabling advances in their production and subsequent use as enabling
materials in new technologies. Here, we demonstrate how the specific
pathway from precipitation to vitrification dictates the resulting
morphology of colloids fabricated from polymer blends. Through
continuum simulations, free energy calculations, and experiments, we
reveal how colloid structure changes with the trajectory taken through
the phase diagram. We demonstrate that during solvent exchange,
polymer−solvent phase separation of a homogeneous condensate can
precede polymer−polymer phase separation for blends of polymers that possess some degree of miscibility. For less-miscible, higher-
molecular-weight blends, phase separation and kinetic arrest compete to determine the final morphology. Such an understanding of
the pathways from precipitation to vitrification is critical to designing functional structured polymer colloids.
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■ INTRODUCTION

The phase separation of polymer molecules plays a vital role in
living and soft matter systems. In biology, phase separation has
important health implications ranging from the formation and
transformation of dynamic biomolecular condensates such as
stress granules and P-bodies1−4 to fibril formation in liquid
protein aggregates.5 In soft materials, phase separation can
form structures that synergistically combine the properties of
multiple components. In particular, polymer−polymer phase
separation is widely exploited in the fabrication of structured
polymer colloids.6−10 Morphology control is crucial to the
utility of polymer colloids, as a particle’s structure largely
dictates its physical properties and functionality. For example,
the presence of distinct surface patches on colloids imparts
them with the ability to selectively adsorb at liquid interfaces,
forming Pickering emulsions.11−14 In drug delivery applica-
tions, compartmentalization within a colloid can control the
release profile of internally sequestered drug molecules.15,16

Thus, an understanding of the mechanism and kinetics of
phase separation is vital to controlling the internal and external
structure of polymeric colloids.
A convenient method of producing polymer colloids is

solvent exchange-induced precipitation. In this general
approach, a dilute polymer solution is mixed with a miscible
liquid in which the polymer is poorly soluble, i.e., the
antisolvent.6,17−19 The addition of the antisolvent generates a

high supersaturation of the polymers, forcing their precip-
itation.20 When the solvent contains a blend of at least two
homopolymers that are immiscible with one another, phase
separation between the polymers can lead to the formation of
structured colloids. In such a case, the equilibrium micro-
structure is determined by a competition of interfacial
energies,21,22 which can be tuned by end-group functionality
or the addition of amphiphilic molecules.7,23 Resulting
morphologies can range from Janus to partially and fully
engulfed core−shell structures, depending on the species’
relative affinities for one another and for the antisolvent.
However, interfacial energy is not the only determinant of

the final morphology in multicomponent polymer colloids.
During precipitation, polymer phase separation kinetically
competes with vitrification because of the solvent-induced glass
transition: as good solvent is exchanged for antisolvent, the
solvent is no longer able to plasticize the colloid. The
composition-dependent glass transition temperature eventually
rises to room temperature and arrests polymer chain
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mobility.24−27 This can result in nonequilibrium colloid
structures if the time scale of solvent exchange and thus
vitrification is shorter than that of phase separation. For
example, during flash nanoprecipitation (FNP) of polystyrene
and polyisoprene blends, patchy rather than Janus particles
form because of incomplete phase separation at the onset of
polystyrene vitrification.28,29 The pathway to structure
formation is difficult to assess experimentally due to the
small relevant temporal and spatial length scales. Thus, our
understanding of colloid formation by solvent-exchange-
induced precipitation has been primarily inferred by analyzing
the final colloid morphology. Alternatively, simulations can
provide a detailed view into the evolution of components
during precipitation. Molecular dynamics simulations of binary
polymer blends have elucidated mechanisms of surface patch
formation that are due to kinetic arrest under instantaneous
solvent exchange, where various final morphologies were
demonstrated for different initial component volume frac-
tions.30 However, equilibrium conditions can shift gradually
rather than instantaneously during solvent exchange, and an

understanding of the specific pathway traversed by a colloid
through the composition space and phase diagram during
precipitation is crucial to further controlling structure.
Here, we demonstrate how the specific pathway from

precipitation to vitrification dictates the resulting morphology
of a polymer colloid. Through continuum simulations, free
energy calculations, and experiments, we reveal how the colloid
morphology changes with the trajectory taken through the
phase diagram, all while the diagram itself evolves due to
changing solvency conditions. In particular, we show that
polymer−solvent phase separation of a homogeneous droplet
can precede polymer−polymer phase separation for low-
molecular-weight blends, resulting in internally structured
particles, as spinodal decomposition is kinetically locked during
vitrification. If kinetic arrest occurs prior to polymer−polymer
phase separation, then a homogeneous colloid results. For less-
miscible blends of higher molecular weight, we demonstrate
that if polymer transport throughout the colloid is sufficiently
faster than the rate of condensation from solution, then the
equilibrium Janus morphology emerges. When polymer

Figure 1.Morphology evolution of simulated colloids and representative TEM images of PS−PBrS colloids prepared by dialysis precipitation. Time
increases to the right, indicated by increasing χPS. Simulated (NA,B) and experimental (NPS and NPBrS) degrees of polymerization: (a) NA,B = 15, NPS
= 9, NPBrS = 11, (b) NA,B = 25, NPS = 31, NPBrS = 26, (c) NA,B = 50, NPS = 154, NPBrS = 110, and (d) NA,B = 50, NPS = 3750, NPBrS = 703. Red
corresponds to polymer A, green to polymer B, blue to the solvent S, and gray to a homogeneous mixture of A and B. The simulation in panel d is
performed with the same degree of polymerization as in panel c, NA,B = 50, although with polymer mobility reduced 8-fold. In the TEM images,
dark regions correspond to PBrS and light regions to PS. Scale bars are 500 nm.
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mobility within the condensate is low, then surface enrichment
of the opposite polymer will occur, forming patchy particles.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
We investigate a model binary blend comprising polystyrene (PS) and
poly(4-bromostyrene) (PBrS), with tetrahydrofuran (THF) as the
solvent and water the antisolvent. PS and PBrS are moderately
immiscible with a Flory−Huggins interaction parameter χS−BrS ≈ 0.15
at room temperature.31−33 Both polymers are hydrophobic; the
measured water contact angles for PS and PBrS are 92 and 93°,
respectively. On the basis of interfacial energy considerations,21,34 the
expected equilibrium morphology of a PS−PBrS colloid is the Janus
structure. We employed dialysis precipitation to explore the resultant
colloid structures, by which we dialyzed 0.5 mg/mL blend solutions of
PS and PBrS in THF against water to precipitate stable suspensions
under slow mixing conditions.17 Precipitation via dialysis increases the
time scale of particle formation, allowing for a full exploration of the
phase diagram during solvent exchange. By employing PS and PBrS,
we eliminate the need to selectively stain one polymer for imaging by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), as the bromine inherently
present in PBrS provides sufficient electron contrast relative to PS.
Additional experimental details are presented in the Supporting
Information.
In parallel, we perform continuum simulations and free-energy

calculations to elucidate the pathways of particle formation which
yield experimentally observed morphologies. Ternary phase diagrams
are calculated using the Flory−Huggins solution theory, in which we
treat THF and water together as a single effective solvent, S, with
degree of polymerization NS = 1. Such a simplification disregards any

effects that may arise due to nonequilibrium partitioning of the
solvent and antisolvent within the condensed and dilute phases.7,35

However, such effects are primarily expected during rapid solvent
exchange and may be minimal in these experiments due to the slow
dialysis approach. Polymers A and B represent PS and PBrS, and the
polymers are simulated with equal degrees of polymerization, NA = NB

= NA,B, which we vary between 15, 25, and 50. We maintain χAB =
0.15 as the interaction parameter between polymers A and B. The
polymer−solvent interaction parameter, χPS, is assumed to be
equivalent for both A and B, χAS = χBS = χPS, and is increased
linearly with time. Such an approach is similar in spirit to multistep
quench simulations, taken to the continuum step limit.36,37 This
provides a simple model of the solvent exchange process: as solvent
and antisolvent mix, the mixture’s effective solvent quality for the
polymers decreases.8,38 We employ this model, together with Cahn−
Hilliard gradient energy terms,39 to obtain a free energy density that
describes the ternary mixture.21,34,40,41 Using this formalism, we solve
the generalized diffusion equation in 2D to simulate the growth of a
single particle via diffusive condensation from dilute solution.
Simulations are initialized with an equivalent background concen-
tration of both polymeric species, ϕ0,A = ϕ0,B = 0.015, to model the
dilute polymer blend solution. We seed the simulation with a
supercritical, spatially homogeneous nucleus of equivalent A and B
composition. Simulations are run until the polymer volume fraction
within the condensed polymer-rich phase reaches the vitrification
volume fraction, ϕvit = 0.66, a concentration near which kinetic arrest
is expected to occur.24−26 Additional computational details can be
found in the Supporting Information.

Figure 2. Temporal evolution of calculated ternary phase diagrams for (a) NA,B = 25, where a homogeneous precursor is expected to form, and (b)
NA,B = 50, where a phase-separated Janus colloid is maintained at all times. ϕS is the solvent volume fraction; ϕA and ϕB are the polymer volume
fractions. The polymer solution’s initial composition is marked by the cyan circle. The critical point for A−B phase separation, ϕc, is marked with
the yellow square, and the composition of the polymer-rich precipitate at the limit of solubility, ϕP0, is marked by the purple triangle. For both
degrees of polymerization, the central panel depicts χPS at which precipitation occurs. Gray tie lines are shown within two-phase regions. The black
dashed line marks the polymer volume fraction at which vitrification occurs, ϕvit = 0.66.
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 depicts the simulated spatiotemporal evolution of
polymer colloids with varying degrees of polymerization.
Relevant experimentally observed particle morphologies from
dialysis precipitation are shown in the rightmost column, and
additional examples are provided in the Supporting Informa-
tion. Figure 1a−c is simulated with NA,B = 15, 25, and 50,
respectively, to model increases in the experimental polymer
molecular weights. In Figure 1d, we maintain the simulated
degree of polymerization at NA,B = 50 to avoid numerical
artifacts, and we model a further increase in experimental
molecular weight by reducing polymer mobility 8-fold
compared to Figure 1c. Solvent exchange, indicated by
increasing χPS, occurs as time progresses. Figure 1a shows
the simulation of a blend with degree of polymerization NA,B =
15. As expected, the particle diameter increases with time
because of the condensation of polymers from dilute solution.
While χPS increases, so too does the polymer volume fraction
within the condensed droplet as it follows the evolving binodal
composition. This is the only change in this low NA,B blend:
the morphology of the growing colloid remains homogeneous
as A and B remain miscible up to the point of vitrification, at
ϕvit = 0.66 (Figure S3). This homogeneous morphology is
experimentally shown in the right panel of Figure 1a, which
depicts structureless precipitated colloids of PS with NPS = 9
(Mn = 0.95 kg/mol) and PBrS with NPBrS = 11 (Mn = 2.5 kg/
mol).
An increase in molecular weight expands the region of

immiscibility between A and B due to the reduced entropy of
mixing. As a result, the spinodal region and critical point are
moved to smaller polymer volume fractions. Figure 1b shows
the simulated morphology with a degree of polymerization
NA,B = 25, and Figure 2a depicts the evolution of the
corresponding ternary phase diagram. The initial simulated
composition of the polymer solution is marked by the cyan
circle near the apex of the phase diagram. Good solvent
conditions are shown for χPS = 0.5, at which the starting
composition is stable within a one-phase region. At χPS = 0.83,
the solubility limit is reached. The starting composition
intersects the two-phase coexistence region and liquid−liquid
phase separation into solvent-rich and polymer-rich domains
proceeds, following the vertical gray tie line in the central panel
of Figure 2a. The initial precipitated polymer-rich phase is
homogeneous since its composition at the limit of solubility,
ϕP0, which is indicated by the purple triangle, has not yet
reached the critical volume fraction required for polymers A
and B to phase separate, ϕc, which is indicated by the yellow
square in Figure 2a. In the window of A−B miscibility between
χPS = 0.83 and 0.92, the polymer droplet remains
homogeneous while it grows via condensation from solution.
At χPS = 0.92, ϕc is reached and a three-phase coexistence
region develops. The homogeneous precursor now undergoes
spinodal decomposition, with domains enriched in either
polymer A or B creating a bicontinuous internal structure. The
green dashed outline at χPS = 1.00 is the location of the binodal
for A−B phase separation, depicting the depth of the quench.
Phase separation and coarsening proceed until χPS = 1.05, at
which the vitrification boundary at ϕvit = 0.66 is reached and
kinetic arrest ensues. The bicontinuous internal structure
resulting from spinodal decomposition is confirmed by PS−
PBrS colloids with NPS = 31 (Mn = 3.2 kg/mol) and NPBrS = 26

(Mn = 5.6 kg/mol), where light and dark regions are enriched
with PS and PBrS, respectively.
As N is further increased, the pathway of morphology

evolution changes dramatically. Figure 1c depicts the simulated
colloid morphology for NA,B = 50, where a Janus particle with
two compositionally distinct hemispheres is observed at all
times. The slightly noncircular shape of the simulated colloids
in Figures 1c,d compared to experimental results is caused by
smaller relative values of χPS vs χAB in simulations than
encountered in experiments. In addition, a curved PS−PBrS
interface is observed in the experimental cases of Figure 1c,d.
This deviates from the planar interface of our simulated
morphologies due to the simplified model assumption of χPS =
χAS = χBS which may not be the case, experimentally. In
experiments, the Janus morphology with two distinct lobes is
observed at increased molecular weights of NPS = 154 (Mn =
16 kg/mol) and NPBrS = 110 (Mn = 24 kg/mol), in the
rightmost panel of Figure 1c. Figure 2b demonstrates how the
pathway through the ternary phase diagram crucially
determines the colloid structure. Here, the greater degree of
polymerization further expands the region of immiscibility
between polymers A and B. When the solubility limit is
reached at χPS = 0.72, the polymer volume fraction of the
precipitated particle is already greater than ϕc. Precipitation
thus proceeds directly into a three-phase coexistence region, as
seen in the center panel of Figure 2b. Polymer−solvent and
polymer−polymer phase separation are concomitant: the
initially homogeneous seed nucleus immediately undergoes
phase separation as it grows, forming the distinct Janus
morphology, i.e., the equilibrium structure for this system. The
phase-separated structure then becomes kinetically arrested
when ϕvit is reached, at χPS = 1.00. Movies of all simulated
morphologies evolving alongside their changing ternary phase
diagrams can be found in the Supporting Information.
The pathway of colloid formation through the evolving

phase diagram can be characterized by a comparison between
the precipitate’s initial composition, ϕP0, the critical volume
fraction for A−B phase separation, ϕc, and the vitrification
volume fraction, ϕvit. Using Flory−Huggins solution theory, we
construct a phase diagram predicting the expected pathway of
colloid formation as a function of polymer degree of
polymerization and χAB. This phase diagram is depicted in
Figure 3, calculated for initial solution polymer volume
fractions ϕ0,A = ϕ0,B = 0.015. Figure S4 depicts ϕc, ϕP0, and
ϕvit as a function of NA,B for the specific case of χAB = 0.15. In
the blue region, the volume fraction of the initial precipitate is
greater than the critical volume fraction required for polymer−
polymer phase separation: ϕc < ϕP0 < ϕvit. Thus, the polymer
solution undergoes precipitation within a three-phase coex-
istence region. Colloids precipitated from such blends are
expected to form and maintain a phase-separated morphology
with distinct A- and B-rich domains at all times, ultimately
yielding either Janus or patchy particles. The yellow and purple
regions denote blends for which the precipitate’s initial
polymer volume fraction is smaller than that required for
polymer−polymer phase separation. In these regions, a
homogeneous droplet is predicted to form and persist for
some duration during solvent exchange. The yellow region
encompasses low-molecular-weight blends that are kinetically
trapped in the initial homogeneous state because of
vitrification prior to phase separation: ϕP0 < ϕvit < ϕc. For
these blends, the final morphology is a structureless colloid.
The purple domain indicates blends which do eventually reach
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the three-phase coexistence regime and can undergo spinodal
decomposition prior to vitrification, forming bicontinuous
colloids: ϕP0 < ϕc < ϕvit. In cases of high polymer mobility and
slow solvent exchange, the bicontinuous structure may have
the ability to further coarsen into the equilibrium Janus

morphology. The location of the dashed line delineating the
yellow and purple regions depends on the vitrification polymer
volume fraction and is calculated here for ϕvit = 0.66. In
polymer blends with low χAB, a homogeneous condensate can
form over a wide range of degrees of polymerization. At higher
χAB, this range is substantially reduced because of the reduced
miscibility of the blends favoring phase separation.
So far, we have only considered thermodynamic aspects of

colloid formation during solvent exchange and precipitation.
However, kinetic factors can also strongly influence the final
colloid morphology. In particular, polymer diffusion within the
condensates can be substantially reduced in high-molecular-
weight blends. The colloid morphology will be kinetically
trapped in a nonequilibrium structure if the time scale of
molecular diffusion within the condensate is longer than that
required for vitrification. This is evidenced by the formation of
colloids exhibiting multiple, distinct surface patches formed by
dialysis precipitation in Figure 1d, as well as by flash
nanoprecipitation.28,29 During precipitation, the fluxes of
both polymeric species arriving at the colloid surface are
uniform due to their equal solution concentration and mutual
aversion to the solvent. However, the equilibrium Janus
morphology inherently presents two compositionally distinct
faces at which polymeric species arrive. Thus, a competition
must exist between material condensation onto the colloid and
mass redistribution within the colloid.
To understand this competition, we simulate different

polymer diffusion coefficients to emulate the reduction in
mobility associated with increased molecular weight in
experiments.28 The composition-dependent diffusivity em-
ployed in the simulations is modeled using a volume-fraction
weighted geometric mean of the polymer and solvent diffusion
coefficients, DA,B and DS, where DS is maintained at 1024. In
the Flory−Huggins free energy, we maintain the degree of

Figure 3. Phase diagram for precipitating blends of different NA,B and
χAB depicting blends for which a homogeneous condensate is
predicted to arise, yellow and purple, and for which phase separation
occurs directly into a three-phase coexistence region in which A and B
demix, the blue region. Insets depict particle morphology evolution
pathways. Within the blue region, diffusion and vitrification compete
to determine the final structure, with ϕc < ϕP0 < ϕvit. The purple
region indicates colloids that can spinodally decompose into a
bicontinuous structure, ϕP0 < ϕc < ϕvit, and the yellow region
indicates colloids that vitrify in the homogeneous state, ϕP0 < ϕvit <
ϕc.

Figure 4. Simulated growth of colloids with NA,B = 50. Insets depict the upper left quadrant from which the volume fraction and flux of polymer A,
the red component, is shown. (a) Growing particle for which the polymer diffusivity, DA,B = 512, is sufficiently large to preclude the formation of a
surface patch. (b) DA,B = 64 and material redistribution to the pre-existing Janus face is sluggish, allowing for surface enrichment and the eventual
formation of a surface patch of polymer A. Time is measured in units of τ as described in the Supporting Information.
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polymerization at NA,B = 50. Figure 4 depicts the evolution of
the upper-left quadrant of a simulated colloid, where the
concentration depicted is that of polymer A, which is the red
component in the insets. Arrows indicating the flux of polymer
A demonstrate that two primary fluxes are present: that of A
arriving at the surface of the colloid from solution and that of A
traversing the colloid to join the existing A-rich Janus face.
Material redistribution within the colloid can occur either
along the polymer−solvent interface or through the B-rich
bulk. In Figure 4a, DA,B = 512 and the flux of polymer A along
the interface as well as through the B-rich bulk is sufficiently
greater than that of material arriving at the surface, thus
preventing a buildup of A on the surface. In contrast, DA,B = 64
in Figure 4b and material redistribution at the surface of the
growing particle is substantially slower. As a result, the surface
becomes enriched in polymer A and subsequently develops
into a well-defined surface patch which itself acts as a diffusion
sink, drawing material in from adjacent regions. Animated
movies of this process can be found in the Supporting
Information. The patchy morphology is reflected experimen-
tally in Figure 1d with NPS = 3750 (Mn = 390 kg/mol) and
NPBrS = 703 (Mn = 153 kg/mol). Here, multiple dark PBrS
patches appear in the light PS domain, as opposed to the Janus
case of Figure 1c in which only two compositionally distinct
lobes are present. The lack of light PS patches can be
attributed to the lower glass transition temperature of PS,
∼100 °C,42 vs PBrS, ∼140 °C,43 which permits PS chain
mobility for a greater duration of time during solvent exchange.
The simulated time evolution of this surface enrichment

process is shown in Figure 5. The peak volume fraction within

a growing patch, ϕpatch, is plotted for polymer diffusion
coefficients ranging from DA,B = 64 to 512. A clear distinction
can be made between diffusivities for which a patch emerges,
and those for which transport is sufficiently quick to preclude
patch formation. For diffusion coefficients DA,B = 371 and
greater, ϕpatch does not obtain the requisite value to act as a

diffusion sink before all material within the finite simulation
domain is depleted. After material depletion, ϕpatch tends
toward a near-zero equilibrium value, yielding the Janus
morphology. When the polymer diffusivity is reduced below
DA,B = 371, surface patches develop. At first, ϕpatch rises slowly.
During this incubation period, the surface concentration
gradually builds up as condensation competes with surface
redistribution to the pre-existing Janus face. When a threshold
volume fraction is reached, around ϕpatch ≈ 0.2, the patch
begins to act as a diffusion sink. It draws material in from
adjacent locations on the colloid surface and increases rapidly
in volume fraction. Once a patch forms, it continues to grow in
size so long as material continues to condense from solution.
Over time, ϕpatch also continues to rise due to solvent exchange
until the onset of vitrification at ϕvit = 0.66, the black dashed
line. If a complete surface patch has formed but material fluxes
from solution are depleted prior to vitrification, then curvature-
driven fluxes will continue to redistribute material to the larger
Janus face until kinetic arrest occurs. Thus, the presence of
patchiness in the final morphology ultimately depends on
several competing factors. Our simulations identify a clear
transition from Janus to patchy morphologies as a function of
DA,B at fixed solvent exchange rate and initial solution
concentration. However, in experiments all these parameters
will conspire to dictate patch formation. With a greater initial
solution concentration, more mass redistribution is required to
form the equilibrium Janus particle, and when the solvent
exchange rate is increased, there is less time for this
redistribution to occur. Employing a polymer with a higher
glass transition temperature also reduces the available time, as
vitrification occurs at lower polymer volume fraction.44 Finally,
an increased molecular weight will reduce polymer diffusivity,
increasing the requisite time for Janus formation. Therefore,
the specific molecular weight at which polymer blend colloids
will transition from Janus to patchy will ultimately depend on a
competition between vitrification and phase separation time
scales.
Until now, we have only considered symmetric polymer

blends. Asymmetric mixtures will follow the same principles,
with morphology evolution controlled by precipitation path-
way as well as kinetics, but further subtleties can be introduced.
In particular, if the polymer molecular weights are sufficiently
low to form a homogeneous condensate prior to polymer−
polymer phase separation, then the asymmetric nature of the
ternary phase diagram predicts phase separation of a
condensate enriched in the higher molecular weight
component. In a sufficiently asymmetric blend, the minority
component’s volume fraction can be forced below a requisite
threshold for percolation, forming isolated droplets within the
majority phase.45 We demonstrate this with asymmetric PS−
PBrS blends of equal mass concentration in Figure 6. Figure 6a
shows a colloid precipitated from a mixture of PS with NPS = 9
(Mn = 0.95 kg/mol) and PBrS with NPBrS = 110 (Mn = 24 kg/
mol). In the TEM image, the darker component, PBrS, forms a
continuous matrix while the lighter PS forms isolated domains.
The alternate occurs in Figure 6c, with PS, NPS = 58 (Mn = 6
kg/mol), forming the light, continuous phase and PBrS, NPBrS
= 26 (Mn = 5.6 kg/mol), forming dark occlusions. The
symmetric case, NPS = 31 (Mn = 3.2 kg/mol) and NPBrS = 26
(Mn = 5.6 kg/mol), is illustrated in Figure 6b, with the
expected bicontinuous internal structure. The influence of
asymmetric mixtures on final morphology thus allows one to

Figure 5. Temporal evolution of polymer A’s peak volume fraction,
ϕpatch, on the surface of polymer B’s Janus face during precipitation.
Polymer diffusion coefficients ranging from DA,B = 64 to 512 are
simulated. Diffusivities greater than 371 yield the Janus morphology,
whereas smaller diffusivities result in patchy particles, as illustrated by
the insets. Vitrification occurs at ϕvit = 0.66, indicated by the black
dashed line.
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tune the internal structure and potential functionality of the
colloid.

■ CONCLUSION
An understanding of how processing affects the morphology of
a polymer colloid is critical to any application in which a
particle’s structure determines its physical properties. These
results demonstrate the coupling of colloid morphology to the
precipitation pathway and kinetic constraints. During solvent
exchange, polymer−solvent phase separation of a homoge-
neous condensate can precede polymer−polymer phase
separation for blends of sufficiently low molecular weight.
Depending on the onset conditions for vitrification, this can
result in either a homogeneous or bicontinuous structure. For
higher-molecular-weight blends, the equilibrium Janus mor-
phology emerges if polymer diffusion is sufficiently fast;
otherwise, patchy particles are formed. These dependencies are
exemplified here for a model binary homopolymer blend, and
these results can be applied in other contexts. In the cell,
precipitation of a homogeneous phase accompanied by
subsequent phase separation can occur for coprecipitating
proteins,1,46 and oligomerization can drive the phase
separation of initially miscible, low-molecular-weight compo-
nents.47 Subsequent vitrification of such protein condensates
due to changing physicochemical conditions within the cell
may yet be a pathway to the formation of structured
biomolecular aggregates. Industrially, structured colloids have
a vast variety of applications, ranging from drug delivery and
biosensing vehicles15,48 to self-assembled photonic colloidal
crystals49,50 to colloids for heterogeneous catalysis.51−53 The
ability to generate complex internal and external structures is
paramount to these colloids’ functionality. Future studies
exploiting the pathway to particle formation in conjunction
with microphase-separating, charged, or inorganic components
such as hydrophobic or amphiphilic block copolymers,
polyelectrolytes, and inorganic nanoparticles may lead to
structures with novel functionalities.
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1. Materials
Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was purchased from Fisher Scientific. DI water was filtered

through a 0.2 µm filter using a NANOpure Diamond filtration system. Polystyrene (PS)

and poly(4-bromostyrene) (PBrS) were purchased from PolymerSource Inc. and used as

received. PBrS of molecular weight Mn = 143× 103 g/mol and Mw/Mn = 1.93 was synthe-

sized via bulk free-radial polymerization as described below in 2. Experimental methods.

PS of Mn = 390 × 103 g/mol was obtained from Pressure Chemical Co. Benzoyl peroxide

initiator was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Methanol was purchased from Sigma Aldrich.

Aluminum oxide powder was purchased from Sigma Aldrich.

The polymer blends employed in Figure 1 of the main text (and Supporting Figure S1)

are (NPBrS is calculated with a styrene monomer as the reference volume):

Figure 1a: PS: Mn = 0.95k; NPS = 9; Mw/Mn = 1.2; PBrS: Mn = 2.5k; NPBrS = 11; Mw/Mn = 1.28

Figure 1b: PS: Mn = 3.2k; NPS = 31; Mw/Mn = 1.11; PBrS: Mn = 5.6k; NPBrS = 26; Mw/Mn = 1.2

Figure 1c: PS: Mn = 16k; NPS = 154; Mw/Mn = 1.03; PBrS: Mn = 24k; NPBrS = 110; Mw/Mn = 1.4

Figure 1d: PS: Mn = 390k; NPS = 3750; Mw/Mn = 1.10; PBrS: Mn = 143k; NPBrS = 657; Mw/Mn = 1.93

The asymmetric blends used in Figure 6 of the main text are:

Figure 6a: PS: Mn = 0.95k; NPS = 9; Mw/Mn = 1.2; PBrS: Mn = 24k; NPBrS = 110; Mw/Mn = 1.4

Figure 6b: PS: Mn = 3.2k; NPS = 31; Mw/Mn = 1.11; PBrS: Mn = 5.6k; NPBrS = 26; Mw/Mn = 1.2

Figure 6c: PS: Mn = 6k; NPS = 58; Mw/Mn = 1.10; PBrS: Mn = 5.6k; NPBrS = 26; Mw/Mn = 1.2

2. Experimental methods
To form colloidal suspensions, we first prepared 0.5 mg/mL solutions of PS and PBrS

separately in THF. Solutions were filtered through a 0.2 µm PTFE filter and 1 mL of each

solution was loaded into dialysis tubing (2 mL total volume, 0.5 mg/mL solids content, 1:1

PS/PBrS mass ratio). To precipitate the colloids, the dialysis tubing was placed into a

2 L beaker of water with light stirring for at least 6 hours. Regenerated cellulose dialysis

membranes with molecular weight cutoff between 6 – 8 kDa (∼2 nm pore size) were obtained

from Spectrum Labs. No diffusion of PS or PBrS into the aqueous phase was expected due to

its low solubility in the aqueous phase as well as due to precipitation of particles which were

larger than the dialysis membrane pore size.1 After precipitation, 5 µL of the suspensions,

now in water, were drop cast onto carbon film TEM grids. TEM imaging was performed on

an FEI Talos operating at 200 kV. Additional examples of particle morphologies are shown

in Supporting Figure S1 below.

To measure particle size distributions, the precipitated suspensions were diluted to 0.05
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mg/mL for dynamic light scattering (DLS). Measurements were performed on an Anton

Paar Litesizer 500 with a laser wavelength of 658 nm, from a single-frequency laser diode

operating at 40 mW. The average hydrodynamic diameter and standard deviation reported

in Supporting Figure S1 is obtained from 5 measurements.

PBrS of number-averaged molecular weight Mn = 143 × 103 g/mol and Mw/Mn = 1.93

was synthesized via bulk free-radial polymerization of 4-bromostyrene at 90 °C under nitrogen

with benzoyl peroxide as the initiator. Prior to polymerization, the monomer was passed

through a packed aluminum oxide column to remove the inhibitor. After polymerization,

the polymer was dissolved in THF and precipitated in methanol three times to remove

excess monomer. Molecular weight and polydispersity were measured by gel permeation

chromatography in THF relative to polystyrene standards.

The surface energies of PS and PBrS were determined by dynamic measurements of water

contact angles on their corresponding films. The polymer films were prepared by spin-coating

2 wt.% solutions of PS or PBrS in toluene at 1000 rpm for 60 s onto silicon wafers. The

polymer film thickness was expected to be 500 nm.2 Prior to water contact angle measure-

ments, the polymer films were annealed at 120 °C overnight in a vacuum oven. A 5 mL drop

of mili-Q water was placed on the polymer-coated silicon wafers and the contact angle was

measured for 10 min using a drop shape analyzer (DSA30 by Krüss). With three replicates,

the water contact angle measured on PS and PBrS films was 92±1.5° and 93±3°, respectively,

with no change over time. Therefore, PS and PBrS were expected to have similar interfacial

energies with water and the equilibrium colloid morphology is the Janus structure.3

Figure S1: Additional TEM images of colloid morphologies. Experimental degrees of
polymerization are the same as those of Figure 1 in the main text. They are: (a) NPS =
9, NPBrS = 11, (b) NPS = 31, NPBrS = 26, (c) NPS = 154, NPBrS = 110, and (d) NPS =
3750, NPBrS = 657. The mean hydrodynamic diameter and standard deviation as measured
by DLS are: (a) 505 ± 38 nm, (b) 582 ± 44 nm, (c) 821 ± 251 nm, and (d) 742 ± 95 nm.
Dark regions correspond to PBrS and light regions to PS. Scale bars are 1 µm.
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3. Electron contrast calculations
In amorphous materials, contrast in the TEM is generated by differences in incoherent

elastic scattering of electrons by the material. Contrast is defined as a percentage, and it is

the difference in measured intensity between adjacent areas divided by the intensity at one

of the areas:4

C =
I2 − I1
I1

=
∆I

I1
(1)

Where I1 and I2 are the beam intensities after passing through different areas of a sample.

Assuming a standard exponential attenuation of the beam intensity by incoherent elastic

scattering, we have:

I1 = I0,1 · exp(−n1 · t1 · σnucl,1) (2)

I2 = I0,2 · exp(−n2 · t2 · σnucl,2) (3)

Where I0,1 = I0,2 = I0 is the initial beam intensity, n1 and n2 are the number density of

scattering centers, t1 and t2 are the thicknesses of the two regions, and σnucl,1 and σnucl,2

are the scattering cross sections of the individual scattering centers. The number density of

scattering centers can be calculated by using n = ρNa/M where ρ is the mass density, Na

is Avogadro’s number, and M is the molecular weight. For these calculations, we use the

molecular weight of the polymer’s monomer unit which is 104.15 g/mol for PS and 183.05

g/mol for PBrS. The density of PS is taken as 1.05 g/cc and that of PBrS as 1.67 g/cc.5

Thus, by considering a single polymer monomer unit as an individual scattering center, this

yields nPS = 6.07× 1027 m−3 for PS and nPBrS = 5.49× 1027 m−3 for PBrS.

The total elastic scattering cross section is given by:6,7

σel =
h2Z4/3

πm2
0v

2(1 + ( α
θ0

)2)
(4)

where the characteristic screening angle in radians is θ0 = λ/2πR. R is the Z -equivalent

Bohr radius, R = a0Z
−1/3. Here, a0 is the Bohr radius of hydrogen, 53 pm, and Z is the

atomic number. The electron wavelength, λ, is 2.51 pm for a 200 keV electron beam. The

scattering cross sections of the monomer units can be calculated as a sum of the monomer’s

constituent’s atomic cross sections. The monomer of PS is (C8H8)n and of PBrS is (C8H7Br)n.

This yields:

σPS = 8σC + 8σH = (8 · 3.74× 10−23 + 8 · 2.69× 10−24) m2 = 3.2× 10−22 m2 (5)

σPBrS = 8σC+7σH+1σBr = (8·3.74×10−23+7·2.69×10−24+1·4.3×10−22) m2 = 7.5×10−22 m2

(6)
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In Supporting Figure S2, we plot the electron beam’s relative intensity as well as contrast,

C = ∆I/I, as a function of thickness through a PS vs. PBrS layer. Based on these

calculations, we demonstrate that PBrS can generate ample contrast relative to PS in the

TEM.

Figure S2: Electron beam relative intensity through varying thicknesses of PS and PBrS,
solid and dashed lines. Thickness dependence of image contrast between sections of PS and
PBrS, dotted line. Values calculated for a 200 keV electron beam.

4. Free energy calculation methods
We performed free-energy calculations using the Flory-Huggins solution theory which

describes the free energy of mixing for an N -component mixture of polymers and solvents.3,8,9

f = c0RT

[
N∑
i=1

φi log φi
Ni

+
1

2

N∑
i,j=1

χijφiφj

]
(7)

where f is the free energy density of mixing, c0 is the molar concentration of species, R is

the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, φi is the component-i volume fraction, Ni

is the component-i degree of polymerization, and χij is the interaction parameter between

components i and j.

We employed this theory with three components: polymers A and B, and S, which is an

effective solvent that models the solvent and antisolvent together. The interaction parameter

between polymers A and B was fixed at χAB = 0.15, and the interaction parameter between

the effective solvent and both polymers was equal: χAS = χBS = χPS. The initial solution

concentration of both polymers was φA0 = φB0 = 0.015. Ternary phase diagrams were

calculated for different values of χPS to depict the phase diagram at varying extents of

solvent mixing.
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We calculated ternary phase diagrams by applying the convex hull algorithm10 to the free

energy surface. This is the generalization of the common tangent construction to multiple

components. One-, two-, and three-phase coexistence regions were identified by a comparison

of edge lengths of the facets created by triangulating the convex hull construction.3

In Supporting Figure S3, we additionally depict the evolving phase diagram for the

NA,B = 15 case, in which a homogeneous colloid persists, as described in the main text.

During solvent exchange, the starting composition, marked by the cyan circle, undergoes

liquid-liquid phase separation into a polymer-rich and polymer-poor phase. The limit of

solubility is reached at χPS = 0.95, and the composition of the initial precipitate is marked

with the purple triangle. As χPS increases, the polymer volume fraction of the condensate

rises. However, the vitrification volume fraction, at the black dashed line, is reached prior

to polymer-polymer phase separation, at the yellow square. Thus, the colloid is kinetically

arrested in a homogeneous state.

Figure S3: Temporal evolution of the ternary phase diagram for NA,B = 15. The initial
solution composition is marked by the cyan circle. The composition of the initial precipitate
is marked by the purple triangle. The critical volume fraction required for polymer-polymer
phase separation is marked by the yellow square. Since the dashed black vitrification line is
reached prior to the critical volume fraction, only a homogeneous condensate results.

In Supporting Figure S4, we depict φc, φP0, and φvit as a function of NA,B for the specific

case of χAB = 0.15 to illustrate how the phase diagram of Figure 3 was generated. φc(NA,B)

is generated by considering the Hessian stability matrix,8,11 H, of the Flory-Huggins free

energy, f.

H =

[
fAA fAB

fBA fBB

]
=

[
∂f
∂φ2A

∂f
∂φA∂φB

∂f
∂φB∂φA

∂f
∂φ2B

]
(8)
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To locate φc, at the apex of the spinodal curve, we set the determinant of H equal to zero:

|H| =
(

1

φANA

+
1

φSNS

−χAS
)
·
(

1

φBNB

+
1

φSNS

−χBS
)
−
(

1

φSNS

+χAB−χAS−χBS
)2

= 0

(9)

Solving the above equation at different values of NA,B yields φc,A and φc,B, the values at

which the critical point is located (φc = φc,A + φc,B where φc,A = φc,B).

We calculate φP0 by using the Flory-Huggins free energy, f, by first setting φA = φB =
φP
2

= 1−φS
2

, where φP is the polymer volume fraction. For the free energy f, this yields:

f =
(1− φS) ln((1− φS)/2)

NA,B

+ φS lnφS +

(
1− φS

2

)2

χAB + (1− φS)φSχPS (10)

Then, at various values of NA,B, we use the Maxwell construction to determine at what

χPS value the starting composition, φ0,A + φ0,B = 0.03, intersects the binodal (i.e. when

precipitation first occurs). The polymer-rich composition at this value of χPS yields φP0.

Then, to determine the different pathways of particle formation, we compare φc, φP0, and

φvit. Please refer to the caption of Supporting Figure S4 for details.

Figure S4: Depiction of the critical volume fraction for A–B phase separation φc, the
precipitate’s initial volume fraction φP0, and the vitrification volume fraction, φvit = 0.66
as a function of molecular weight for χAB = 0.15. Within the blue region, diffusion and
vitrification compete to determine the final structure, with φc < φP0 < φvit. The purple
region indicates colloids that can spinodally decompose into a bicontinuous structure, φP0 <
φc < φvit, and the yellow region indicates colloids that vitrify in the homogeneous state,
φP0 < φvit < φc. The phase diagram in Figure 3 of the main text is generated with such a
comparison of the different volume fractions at different values of χAB and NA,B.
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5. Continuum simulation methods
We further modified the Flory-Huggins free energy with a gradient energy term penalizing

the formation of an interface between two dissimilar materials.12

f = c0RT

[
N∑
i=1

φi log φi
Ni

+
1

2

N∑
i,j=1

χijφiφj −
λ2

2

N∑
i,j=1

χij∇φi∇φj

]
(11)

where λ is the characteristic width of an interface. λ2χij describes the energetic penalty

incurred in the formation of an interface.

To model the kinetics of colloid growth and phase separation, we employed the generalized

diffusion equation to describe mass transport driven by the above free energy. This transport

equation takes into account species’ chemical potential gradients and is given by

∂φi
∂t

= ∇ ·

[
D(φ) · φi

∑
j

(δij − φj)∇µj

]
(12)

where D(φ) = DφS
S ·D

φP
P is a concentration-dependent diffusion coefficient which is modeled

as a weighted geometric mean of the solvent and polymer diffusivities where DS is main-

tained at 1024. δij is the Kronecker delta function, and µj is the chemical potential. Here,

φi
∑

j (δij − φj) represents a mobility which takes into account compositional fluxes to ensure

incompressibility,13 namely that φA +φB +φS = 1. The chemical potential is obtained from

the free energy density, f, via

µi =
δf

δφi
=

1

Ni

+
log φi
Ni

+
N∑
j=1

χij(1 + λ2∇2)φj (13)

To defeat the stiffness of the Cahn-Hilliard equation, we employed a stabilized, implicit-

explicit Fourier pseudo-spectral numerical scheme to calculate the time evolution of the

system.14–16 In particular, first we discretized Equation 12 with a first-order forward dif-

ference in time. Then we separated the right hand side into linear, Li, and nonlinear Mi,

terms:
φn+1
i − φni

∆t
= Mi(φ

n
i ) + Li(φ

n+1
i ) (14)

Following the technique used by others,3,15,16 the following stabilizing linear term was em-

ployed,

Li(φi) = −AD̄λ2∇4φi (15)

Where A = 0.5(χAS+χBS+χAB)/3 and D̄ is the composition-dependent diffusion coefficient
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averaged across the entire simulation domain. We employed the fast Fourier transform to

evaluate the discretized Equation 14 numerically

φ̂n+1
i =

φ̂ni + M̂i(φ
n
i )∆t

1 + Aλ2k4D̄∆t
(16)

where k is the magnitude of the wavevector and ˆ indicates the Fourier transform of a

quantity.

All simulations were performed in a domain of size L = 200, with 512× 512 grid points,

and with characteristic lengthscale λ = 0.5. Time was measured in units of τ = λ2/DS

and a time step of dt = 1τ was taken at every iteration. Simulations were initialized at χ0,

the value of the χPS interaction parameter at which the initial background concentration,

φ0,A = φ0,B = 0.015, has reached the limit of solubility for a given blend degree of polymer-

ization. This corresponds to χ0 = 0.95, 0.83, and 0.72 for NA,B = 15, 25, and 50, respectively.

The simulation was initialized at this point with a homogeneous, supercritical nucleus of ra-

dius r = 5, whose polymer volume fraction was that of the polymer-rich phase precipitated

at χ0: φP0. These values were calculated from the ternary phase diagram and are φP0 =

0.51, 0.41, and 0.33 for NA,B = 15, 25, and 50, respectively. The initial nucleus’ polymer

volume fraction is evenly distributed between A and B : φ0,A,nucleus = φ0,B,nucleus = φP0/2.

The largest degree of polymerization we simulated was NA,B = 50. This was to avoid numer-

ical difficulties associated with the extremely low equilibrium dilute phase concentration. At

high NA,B, prohibitively small time steps must be taken to ensure that the simulation com-

position does not attain a negative value. Temporally and spatially uncorrelated Gaussian

random noise with zero mean and amplitude 0.03× φi(1− φi) was used to emulate thermal

fluctuations. As discussed in the main text, we modeled the solvent exchange process by

increasing the polymer-solvent interaction parameter, χAS = χBS = χPS, linearly with time

with slope c: χPS(t) = χ0+ct. We used the same slope, c = 6.27×10−8/τ in all simulations.

χAB was maintained at 0.15 for all simulations. Simulations were run until vitrification was

reached at φvit = 0.66, typically around t = 4× 106τ . All codes were written in MATLAB.
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6. Movie captions
“Fluxes D AB=64 , N AB=50.mp4”: Fluxes and composition of polymer A with

NA,B = 50. Polymer diffusivity is DA,B = 64 and a patchy colloid forms.

“Fluxes D AB=512 , N AB=50.mp4”: Fluxes and composition of polymer A with

NA,B = 50. Polymer diffusivity is DA,B = 512 and a Janus colloid forms.

“N=15 homogeneous.mp4”: Morphology evolution for NA,B = 15 alongside the ternary

phase diagram. Red corresponds to polymer A, green to polymer B, blue to the solvent S,

and gray to a homogeneous mixture of A and B. A homogeneous colloid forms.

“N=25 spinodal.mp4”: Same, for NA,B = 25, where a bicontinuous colloid forms.

“N=50 Janus.mp4”: Same, for NA,B = 50 and DA,B = 512, where a Janus colloid forms.

“N=50 patchy.mp4”: Same, for NA,B = 50 and DA,B = 64 , where a patchy colloid

forms.
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